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E~:ECUTIVE SUMMARY

RE: Nuisance Tobacco Shops Report

~n March 6, 2018, your Board directed the Department of Public

Health ("DPH"}, in collaboration with Regional Planning ("DRP"), County

Counsel, Sheriff, Treasurer and Tax Collector ("TTC "}, and key community

stakeholders, to report back on nuisance tobacco shops, with a focus on tobacco-

only retailers (i.e., "Smoke Shops"). The enclosed memorandum provides an

analysis of: (1) the number and location of Smoke Shops in the unincorporated

areas of the County ("UTA") and their impact on health and safety; (2) an

assessment of best practices and regulatory mechanisms to address nuisance

Smoke Shops; (3 } an evaluation of disparate health impacts related to Smoke

Shops; (4) mechanisms to track and monitor Smoke Shops; and (5) education and

outreach strategies to reduce tobacco and other substance use, as follows:

• County Counsel convened a workgroup consisting of DPH, DRP,

Sheriff, and TTC, which met several times to conduct the analyses

and prepare the recommendations requested by your Board, and

provided an update to the Health deputies on June 27, 2018.

~~ • ~ The analyses revealed that:

o Approximately 9,809 retailers are licensed by the State to sell

tobacco products throughout the County. Of those,

approximately 691 retailers are licensed by DPH to sell

tobacco products v~ithin the unincorporated areas of the

County, and of those, 77 are licensed as Smoke Shops.

o Tobacco retailers are concentrated in the First and Second

Districts.

o While use of tobacco products results in health impacts, the

direct impact of the location of Smoke Shops on public health
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is less clear. Public health experts agree that while Smoke

Shops may increase access to tobacco products, increased

access may not necessarily increase use of tobacco products in

the surrounding community.

a The public perceives a connection between the prevalence of

Smoke Shops and crime, but it is unclear whether crime is

exacerbated by the prevalence of Smoke Shops, or whether

other factors contribute to crime in or around Smoke Shops.

4n one hand, Smoke Shops operate for lengthy periods without

any reported crime, while on the other, hospitals treat assault

victims more frequently in areas where Smoke Shops are

concentrated.

o The California Tobacco Control Program and the ~~merican

Lung Association Center for Tobacco Policy and Organizing

have identified ten best practices for regulating Smoke Shops.

A survey of jurisdictions that have adopted one or more best

practices is attached to the memorandum.

o Regulatory mechanisms recommended by the workgroup

include: (1 }prohibiting Smoke Shops in zones with or near

any residential use to decrease the likelihood of a Smoke Shop

being located on a lot either adjoining or adjacent to residential

uses; (2} amending the County Business License Ordinance to
require Smoke Shops to obtain a County Business License; and
(3) amending the County Tobacco Retailing License
Ordinance, which generally requires tobacco retailers to obtain
a license from DPH, to, at a minimum, subject retailers of
electronic tobacco products to regulation by the County.

• DPH has a robust public education and outreach program, funded
in part by cigarette tax revenue and arecently-awarded $1.3
million grant from the California Department of Justice, which
focuses on reducing youth access to tobacco products and
promoting healthy retail environments.

A detailed memorandum from our office is enclosed.

MCW:SSP:st

Enclosure
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SUPERVISOR JANICE HAHN
SUPERVISOR KATHRYN BARGER

.FROM. ~ l,lJ~MARY C. WICKHAM ~~i
bounty Counsel

RE: Nuisance Tobacco Shops Report

Purpose of Memorandum

On March 6, 2018, your Board directed the Department of Public
Health ("DPH"), in consultation with Regional Planning ("DRP "), County
Counsel, Sheriff, the Treasurer and Tax Collector ("TTC "), and key community
stakeholders, to report back on nuisance Smoke Shops (i.e., tobacco-only
retailers), addressing: (1) the number and location of Smoke Shops in the
unincorporated areas of the County ("UTA") and their impacts on health and
safety; (2) an assessment of best practices and regulatory mechanisms to address
nuisance Smoke Shops; (3) an evaluation of disparate health impacts related to
Smoke Shops; (4) mechanisms to track and monitor Smoke Shops; and
(S) education and outreach strategies to reduce tobacco and other substance use.
This memorandum and its enclosures provide you with the requested information.

Summary

County Counsel convened a workgroup consisting of DPH, DRP,
Sheriff, and TTC, which met several times to conduct the analyses and prepare
the recommendations discussed below. The analyses revealed that approximately
9,809 retailers are licensed by the State to sell tobacco products throughout the
County. Of those, approximately 691 are licensed by the County to sell tobacco
products within the UTA, and of those, 77 are licensed as Smoke Shops. Tobacco
retailers are prevalent in the First and Second Districts.
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Although Smoke Shops increase access to tobacco products, and

the public is concerned about the contribution of Smoke Shops to disparate health

impacts, it is statistically unclear whether increased access to tobacco products

leads to health impacts associated with tobacco and other substance use.

Similarly, the impact of Smoke Shops on safety is unclear, because a preliminary

analysis suggests that the rate of crime at or near a Smoke Shop is more closely

related to crime rates in the surrounding area rather than due to the Smoke Shop.

The California Tobacco Control Program and the American Lung

Association Center far Tobacco Policy and Organizing have identified ten best

practices for regulating Smoke Shops. A survey of jurisdictions that have adopted

one or more best practices is attached as Enclosure D.

A lack of Smoke Shop-related zoning and _business licensing

requirements, in addition to an outdated Tobacco Retailing License Ordinance

{"Tobacco Ordinance"), has led to a prevalence of Smoke Shops in certain areas

of the County. Therefore, the workgroup recommends the following regulatory

mechanisms to address nuisance Smoke Shops: (1) prohibit Smoke Shops in

zones with or near any residential use to decrease the likelihood of a Smoke Shop

bein located on a lot either adjoining or adjacent to a residential use; (2) amendg
the County Business License U►rdinance to require Smoke Shops to obtain a
County Business License; and (3) amend the County Tobacco Retailing License
Qrdinance to, at a minimum, subject retailers of electronic tobacco products to
regulation by the County.

Smoke Shops are tracked and monitored by the. Sheriff and DPH's
Tobacco Control and Prevention Program ("Tobacco Control").1 The Sheriff
receives calls for assistance and police reports, and maintains a record of calls and
reports involving Smoke Shops. Tobacco Control issues tobacco retailing
licenses and participates in enforcement of the Tobacco Ordinance, and maintains
records related to licensed tobacco retailers, including Smoke Shops.

DPH has a robust public education and outreach program, which
focuses on reducing youth access to tobacco products and promoting healthy

1 Tobacco Control is the largest local lead agency in California to implement a countywide tobacco
control program, and receives funding from the California Tobacco Tax and Health Promotion Act
{Proposition 99, 1988) and Proposition 56 {201 b), which raised the excise tax on tobacco to $2.87, extended
the definition of other tobacco products to include electronic cigarettes, and funds local tobacco prevention
and control aimed at reducing illness and death from tobacco-related diseases by changing social norms to
malfe tobacco use less desirable, less acceptable, and less accessible.
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retail environments, and is funded in part by cigarette tax revenue and a recently-

awarded $1.3 million grant from the California Department of Justice, which will

also fund enforcement activity.

Background

In 201 ?, Andrew M. Subica (a health services researcher and

assistant professor in California) led a research study, ~vhich sought to analyze the

impacts of Smoke Shops, medical marijuana dispensaries, and off-sale alcohol

outlets in a large, urban low-income community of color (" Subica Study").2 The

Sub~ca Study concluded that: (1) Smoke Shops are "significantly positively

associated with property and violent crimes;" (2) Smoke Shops may, therefore,

constitute public health threats; and (3) public safety may be improved by targeted

regulation and monitoring. The Sublca Study defined "nuisance properties" as

"community institutions that exacerbate crime in their irrim.ediate locations,' and

concluded that Smoke Shops fall within that definition. Smoke Shops were also

identified as nuisances by residents in a 2017 South Los Angeles People's Poll.

In order to respond to your Board's March 6, 2018 motion, which

referenced both the Subica Study and South LA People's Poll, a workgroup was

convened, which consisted of County Counsel, DPI , DRP planning staff, TTC

Business License Section staff, and Sheriff deputies involved in Smoke Shop

enforcement. DPH also collaborated with stakeholders, including the Community

Coalition {which conducted the South LA People's Poll), and researchers involved

in the Subica Study. On June 27, 2a 1$, the workgroup presented its findings to

the Health and Mental Health Services Cluster, which requested that the report

also address: (1) costs of the reco~~mended regulations; (2) v~hether buffers and

caps have reduced crime in other j urisdictions; and (3) the stakeholders' response

to the workgroup's recommendations.

Discussion

I. Existing Smoke Shops in Los Angeles County and Their

Impacts

Any retailer that sells tobacco products, including grocery stores,

gas stations, and Smoke Shops (also known as tobacco-only retailers), must

obtain a license from the California L7epa~tment of Tax and Fee Administration

2 Andrew M. Subica, Jason A. Douglas, Nancy J. Kepple, Sandra Villaneuva., and Cheryl T. Gri11s,

"The Geography of Crime and Violence Surrounding Tobacco Shops, Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, and

Off-Sale Alcohol Outlets in a Large, Urban Low-Income Community of dolor," .Preventive Medicine,

December 24, 2017.
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(the "State"). If the retailer is located in a jurisdiction that has adopted a Tobacco
C)rdinance, such as the County, then a local tobacco retailing license is also
required. In order to assess the number and location of Smoke Shops in the
County, DPH, and DRP utilized geographic information system software, a list
created by Dunn &Bradstreet based on nationally recognized business
classification codes for tobacco stores,3 data maintained by Tobacco Control on
licensed tobacco retailers operating in the County, and Internet research. DRP
and DPH found that:

• Approximately 9,809 retailers4 are licensed by the State to sell
tobacco products throughout the County (both incorporated
areas and UTA).

Approximately 691 retailers are licensed by the County to sell
tobacco products within the VIA. The significant difference in
numbers is due in part to the fact that the State requires
retailers of electronic cigarettes ("e-cigarettes") and vaping
products to obtain a State license, but the County Tobacco
Ordinance does not apply to such retailers.

Approximately 77 tobacco-only retailers (i.e., Smoke Shops)
are licensed by the State to operate within the LTIA. Of these
tobacco-only retailers, 48 are licensed by the County.

Enclosure B contains a map which identifies State and bounty
licensed tobacco retailers in the County. s As the map shows, tobacco retailers are
concentrated in highly dense, urban areas, and are more prevalent in the Second
District than the other Supervisorial Districts. No licensed Smoke Shop was
identified in the Third District.

II. Health Impacts of Smoke Shops

The health impacts of excessive tobacco use are widely publicized,
including impacts of youth exposure to e-cigarettes and vaping products. While
use of tobacco products results in well-recognized health impacts, the direct

3 The North American Industry Classification System defines tobacco stores as "...establishments

primarily engaged in retailing cigarettes, cigars, tobacco, pipes, and other smokers' supplies."

4 Based on data obtained by the California Department of Tai &Fee Administration (formally

Board of Equalization), as of December 2416.

5 It is difficult to identify unlicensed tobacco shops; however, the number is likely small, because

under California law, tobacco wholesalers can only sell to licensed tobacco retailers.
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impact of the location of Smake Shops on public health is less clear. Public
health experts agree that while Smoke Shops may Increase access to tobacco
products, some experts caution that increased access may not necessarily increase
use of tobacco products in the surrounding cor~~rnunity.

DPH contacted the Subica Study research team to gather additional
background on the Subica Study's methodologies, and learned that the sample of
tobacco retailers and controls used in the Subica Study were relatively limited.
For instance, rather than considering all tobacco retailers as the control group
(including gas stations and convenience stores), the Subica Study only included
supermarkets and pharmacies in its control group. In a regression analysis, varied
controls may lead to different results.

In analyzing health impacts of Smoke Shops, DPI identified
several factors that could potentially contribute to negative public health
conditions in communities where Smoke Shops are concentrated, including
pollution and poverty. Additional time is needed to thoroughly analyze the
relationship between specific health conditions (i.e., ast~a, heart attacks, or
nicotine addiction) and Smoke Shop density, while controlling for other
contributing factors.

III. Public Safety Impacts of Smoke Shops

The Sheriff analyzed calls it received for assistance and reports of
crime involving DP~-I-licensed Smoke Shops over athree-year period from
January 1, 2015, through April 1 S, 2018 (Enclosure ~). The Sheriff found:

District Locations Calls Reports

1 18 178 l~

2 22 92 23

3 None None None

4 20 43 7

5 17 56 20

n As shown in Enclosure C, two locations within the First District had a significantly high number
of calls for service, which the Sheriff reports may be due to problems with the locations' alarm systems.
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It is unclear from the Sheriff s records whether Smoke Shops
clearly exacerbate crime in immediately surrounding areas. As Enclosure C
shows, many Smoke Shops have operated in the UTA with no calls for Sheriff
service or reported crime over athree-year period. Other locations range from
very few incidents (i.e., fewer than ten calls ar reports over the three-year period)
to outliers with more than twenty incidents. At any single location, calls for
service may greatly exceed the number of crimes reported for various reasons,
including employees accidentally triggering store alarms. According to the
Sheriff, the rate of crime at any particular Smoke Shop is generally proportional
to the rate of crime in the surrounding neighborhood. For example, a strip mall
located at 10714 ~Nestern Avenue contains a Smoke Shop, pizza delivery store,
Metro PCS store, Laundromat, nail salon, Chinese restaurant, and liquor store.
Between 2Q 15 and 2018, the strip mall generated 159 calls for service and 26
police reports. Of these, the highest number of calls and police reports involved
the parking lot and the pizza delivery store.

DPH also conducted an analysis regarding the public safety
impacts of Smoke Shops, and found that hospitals treat assault victims more
frequently in areas where tobacco retailers, including Smoke Shops, are
concentrated, than in other areas. However, DPH advises that additional research
is needed to determine the extent to which Smoke Shops, as opposed to other
factors, such as poverty and neighborhood crime rates, directly impact public
safety.

IV. Best Practices and Regulatory Options

The California Tobacco Control Program and the 1~~m.erican Lung
Association Center for Tobacco Policy and Organizing have identified the best
practices for regulating Smoke Shops listed below, and Enclosure D includes a
survey of jurisdictions that have adopted various best practices within the County
and throughout the State.

• Prohibit new tobacco retailers near youth sensitive areas or
other tobacco retailers;

• Prohibit new retailers who primarily or exclusively sell
tobacco products;

• Cap the number of retailers that can sell tobacco products;

• Prohibit sale of tobacco products in pharmacies;

• Regulate the sale of drug paraphernalia;

• Regulate e-cigarettes;
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• Prohibit the sale of flavored tobacco products, including
menthol; and

• Require minimum pack size for little cigars and cigarellos.

In addition to the best practices listed above, the workgroup
recommends the following regulatory mechanisms.

1. Zoning Ordinance

Title 22 of the County Code currently prohibits tobacco advertising
on billboards in residential and agricultural zones, and within 1,000 feet of
sensitive uses that serve children (i.e., schools, parks, and youth centers).
(Section 22.52.840.H.) However, Smoke Shops are permitted in several zones,
including commercial and industrial zones, and in some cases require
discretionary approval. DRP recommends the following amendments to Title 22
to address nuisance Smoke Shops:

• Add a definition for Smoke Shops, to clarify the land use
category. The definition can mimic the definition set forth in a
new Smoke Shop Business License Ordinance, as discussed
below.

• Prohibit Smoke Shops in zones with or near any residential use
to decrease the likelihood of a Smoke Shop being located on a
lot either adjoining or adjacent to a residential use.

• Alternatively, require a Conditional Use Permit ("CUP ") for
new Smoke Shops in zones with or near any residential use.
Most jurisdictions do not require a CUP for Smoke Shops. A
CUP would evaluate potential significant impacts and lmpase
restrictions that could prohibit Smoke Shops from locating
within the vicinity of certain sensitive uses. The County's CUP
process is expensive (i.e., over $10,000) and requires a public
hearing, which can take up to a year to process.

The recommendations above are cost-neutral, as additional costs of
processing CUPS can be offset by CUP application fees.

2. Business License Ordinance

The TTC recommends establishing a new business license for
Smoke Shops, which would be codified in Title 7 of the County Code and
administered by the TTC. A business license could address some of the
limitations of a zoning amendment and incorporate many of the "best practices"
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listed above to protect the public health, safety, and welfare of the public. A
Smoke Shop business license could address nuisance conditions by, for example,
limiting permissible hours of operation, requiring on-duty managers, prohibiting
loitering or admission of persons who are intoxicated or under age, and either
placing a cap on the number of Smoke Shops permitted to operate in the UTA or
imposing buffering requirements from sensitive uses or other Smoke Shops.
Costs of administering and enforcing the new business license requirement would
be offset by business license fees. If directed by your Board, the TTC will
prepare a draft tobacco shop business license ordinance for your consideration.

3. Tobacco Ordinance

Currently, the sale of tobacco products in the UTA may only occur
pursuant to a valid license issued by Tobacco Control in accordance with the
County's Tobacco Ordinance (Chapter 11.3 5 of the County Code). The Tobacco
Ordinance was adopted in 2007, and consistent with State law and regulations,
applies to any person selling tobacco products, including gas stations, grocery
stores, and other establish~m.ents. Although the Tobacco Ordinance is a helpful
tool in monitoring, tracking, and regulating Smoke Shops, it has never been
amended, despite significant developments in the tobacco laws and industry over
the eleven years since its adoption.

As a result, many Smake Shops are nat required to obtain a County
license because they fall outside of the outdated definition of "tobacco retailer."
Similarly, many activities are outside of the scope of the Tobacco Ordinance, e.g.,
the sale of e-cigarettes and vaping pens. Yet, nuisances may be created by Smoke
Shops which sell such products, and such establishments are regulated and
licensed by the State.

Tobacco Control recommends, at a minimum, amending the
Tobacco Ordinance's definition of "tobacco product" to mirror expanded State
law, so that the Tobacco Ordinance will apply to all tobacco retailers currently
subject to licensure by the State. This recommendation can be considered a "best
practice," because it would align the County's ordinance with State law and
jurisdictions throughout the State. Further, including vape shops or other e-
cigarette retailers in the County's Tobacco Ordinance would also improve the
County's ability to monitor and regulate the sale of products which are attractive
to minors, such as flavored e-cigarettes.

Tobacco license fees, which are currently $23 5.00, fund all costs
of the Tobacco Control program, including administration, enforcement
(including Sheriff services), and education. The recommended amendments to
the Tobacco Ordinance would increase program costs. Additional resources (e.g.,
staffing and educational materials) may be needed to educate existing tobacco
retailers of the new regulations, and to license stand-alone nape shops. The
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increased costs associated with these new resources can be offset by license fees
and grants received by DPI for Tobacco Control.

'~. Tracking and Monitoring Tobacco Shops

DPH Inspections. Tobacco Control conducts annual inspections
of tobacco retailers in the UTA as part of its administration of the Tobacco
Ordinance. The inspections are conducted by DPH Environmental I~ealth
Inspectors, and, because the scope of the Tobacco t~rdinance includes all tobacco
retailers and not simply Smoke Shaps, retailers subject to inspection include
tobacco/smoke shops, gas stations, markets, donut shops, and any other business
that sells tobacco, tobacco products, and/or tobacco paraphernalia. The primary
purpose of DPI~'s inspection is to determine whether the subject retailer has valid
State and County tobacco retailing licenses, and to assist with compliance if the
retailer is not properly licensed. DPH estimates that it annually inspects
approximately 90 percent of the tobacco retailers operating in the UTA.

Sheriff s Department. In addition to tracking calls for service and
crime reports fled at tobacco retailers, the Sheriff flags nuisance retailers for
additional monitoring, a sting, or inspection. Once the situation is stabilized, a
specialized group of Sheriff s deputies continues to monitor calls for service and
stay in touch with the owner.

Youth decoy tobacco stings are conducted on approximately
20 percent of tobacco retailers in the UTA annually through a partnership between
the Sheriff and DPH's Tobacco Retail Licensing Unit. Generally, a sting involves
the usage of under-age youth decoys who attempt to purchase tobacco products
from retailers in the UTA. If a retailer sells a tobacco product to a youth decoy, a
citation and notice to appear are issued pursuant to Penal Code section
308(a)(1). This violation is a misdemeanor and typically results in a one and
suspension of the County TF..L, which prohibits the retailer from selling and
displaying tobacco, tobacco products, and tobacco paraphernalia during the
suspension period. Suspensions are up to 3 0 days for the first violation, up to
90 days for the second violation within afive-year period, up to 120 days far the
third violation within afive-year period, and revocation for the fourth violation
within afive-year period. Suspensions are monitored by DP I and other agencies
that DPH may report the violation to, such as the California Attorney General or
the California Department of Public ~-Iealth.

VI. Education and Outreach

DPH has historically operated a public education and outreach
campaign, whose goals include reducing youth access to tobacco products and
promoting healthy retail environments. Activities focus on education and
outreach to cities within the County, minimizing youth access, and establishing
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tobacco retail licensing programs in cities that currently lack them. DPI also
offers technical assistance to jurisdictions interested in updating existing or
developing new policies to regulate e-cigarettes and e-devices (vaping products).
To support its efforts, DPI plans to launch a media campaign aimed at youth
access issues and prevention of underage use of tobacco products such as flavored
little cigars and cigarillos, vaping and emerging products. The media campaign
will use new and existing ads, and potentially include placements on television,
radio, and social media. In addition, DPH will launch a countywide media
educational campaign focused on promoting tobacco cessation.

DP I has been awarded a $1.3 million grant from the California
Department of Justice to expand Tobacco Control enforcement, and plans to use
the grant funds to: identify and target, problem tobacco retailers; conduct
enforcement operations at retail stores in locations where minors congregate;
undertake tobacco retailer compliance checks; evaluate the health and safety
impact of tobacco-only shops and nape shops; and provide education and training
for tobacco retailers on the new State laws, including the Tobacco 21 law and
revised tobacco product definition (which now includes e-cigarettes), youth
access to tobacco products, and tobacco retailer license programs.

VII. Conclusion

Approximately 77 Smol~e Shops in the UTA are licensed by DPlI
under the County Tobacco Qrdinance, and they are located in each Supervisorial
District except the Third. Although Smoke Shops increase access to tobacco
products, additional analysis is needed to determine whether increased access
leads to health impacts associated with tobacco and other substance use, such as
asthma and heart attacks. The public perceives a connection between the
prevalence of Smoke Shops and crime, but it is unclear whether crime is
exacerbated by the prevalence of Smoke Shops, or whether other factors
contribute to crime in or around Smoke Shops. On one hand, Smoke Shops
operate for lengthy periods without any reported crime, while on the other,
hospitals treat assault victims more frequently in areas where Smoke Shops are
concentrated.

Nevertheless, the County may improve its regulation of Smoke
Shops by amending several existing ordinances: (1) the zoning ordinance may be
a.~nended to clarify the land use and prohibit Smoke Shops in zones with or near
any residential use; (2) Smoke Shops may be required to obtain a County business
license through an amendment of Title 7 of the County Code; and (3) the Tobacco
Ordinance may be updated to regulate retailers of e-cigarettes and vaping
products. The recommendations discussed above may be pursued independently
or concurrently with one another, and were received favorably by the Community
Coalition and researchers involved in the Subica Study.
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If you have questions concerning this matter, please contact me,
Senior Assistant County Counsel Patrick emu, at (213) X74-1861, or Deputy
County Counsel Shahiedah Palmer, at (213) 974-1860.

MCW:SSP:st
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c: Honorable Jim McDonnell
Sheriff

S achi A. I~amai
Chief Executive Officer

Celia Zavala
Acting Executive Officer
Board of Supervisors

Dr. Barbara Ferrer, Director
Department of Public Health

A..my Badek, Director
Department of Regional Planning

Joseph Kelly
Treasurer &Tax Collector
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A RTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

Keywords: Tobacco shops, medical marijuana dispensaries (MMD), and off-sale alcohol outlets are legal and prevalent in
Nuisance properties South Los Angeles, California—a high-crime, low-income urban community of color. This research is the first to
Crime explore the geographic associarions between these three legal drug outlets with surrounding crime and violence
Communities of color in a large low-income urban community of color. First, spatial buffer analyses were performed using point-
Tobacco shops 

location and publically accessible January-December 2014 crime data to examine the geography of all felonyMedical marijuana 
property and violent crimes occurring within 100, 200, 500, and 1000-foot buffers of these three legal drugPublic safety
outlet types across South Los Angeles. Next, spatial regression analyses explored the geographic associations
between density of these outlets and property and violent crimes at the census tract level. Results indicated that
mean property and violent crime rates within 100-foot buffers of tobacco shops and alcohol outlets—but not
MMDs—substantially exceeded community-wide mean crime rates and rates around grocery/convenience stores
(i.e., comparison properties licensed to sell both alcohol and tobacco). Spatial regression analyses confirmed that
tobacco shops significantly~~po,,, t,V~ely..,associated o yyith ,property and violent crimes after controlling for key
neighborhood factors (poverty, renters, resident mobility, ethnic/racial heterogeneity. Thus, study findings
rovide the ,first em u~cal evidence that tobacco sho s ma constip ' , _. . _ _ ~.~p ._. __ ~.' < p y tote public heal'th~ threarts that'~associate with_~,r,~ ~ ...~..~~., .:.__ , ~, s~~~~ _ ,.; ~. fi.,. ,r.~
crone and violence in U.S. low-income urban communiries of color. Implementu"~n~ enforcing control ~,,olicies
that regulate and mon~oro a`~`""'cco~ s s i t se communities -may promote community health by,~,'mp~auing
public saf~et~~ ~`-~ ~~ ~~~. _ .- - .. _, m~r.n.nr~wa•.«,..~,w...,,.,y:+Yfir^._^^'"^q~ rr..~~v~h.~ ....<s. . ~~-...~.

~a~

1. Introduction

Crime and violence are pervasive in many low-income urban com-
munities of color (:I:~~~~~.~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ :~~~.i.~-~~, ~' ~~C~~Y ~~~`~~~k~~ ~~~. ~~~~s ̀ ~~~~ :~.), re-
sulting in elevated rates of injury, disability, and death (~~.~~~~~.~~~.~k.i. ~~ ~~~.,

these communities, nuisance properties—i.e., community institutions -`~`~
that exacerbate crime in their immediate locations—are abundant
(~~~~~~;~~~,~ ~~ ~~~e, ~~~~.~.~, ~,~~~i€~~ ~~~~ ~r~~~~.c~~°~I~.~z ~~.~~~ ~~.~~~.l~~Y ~~ ale,
2 ~), posing significant threats to public health. Examples include
motels (I_,~~s~~~@~a ~ :1. ~ g ~~.~~fl~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~), vacant properties ( ~~<~~:€~,
.~~ ~~)~ Payday lenders (~~.:~~~~~i~~ ~t~ ~~~~s ~~~~.:~; ~'~~~~.~~.c~.~ ~~~~~.~ ~~~~~~y ~~:~~ :~-)~ and
alcohol outlets (liquor stores, bars) (~~~~~.~~~~~~~~ ~~1~ ~~.1~, ~~~~; :F~~~~~£~~z~~ ~~~~~.~.

In California, alcohol outlets are just one of three legal drug outlets
specially designated to sell controlled substances to the public. Tobacco
shops and medical marijuana dispensaries (MMD) are also legal, pre-
valent, and of rising national concern due to the proliferation of dan-
gerous synthetic drugs sold in tobacco shops and acceleration of med-
ical marijuana legalization (.~4~.~~~~~.~3~ <~ ~:~~, :~:~~~~;~~~~ ~~~~ ~.~,, "~€~:~.
~.:~~~.~t~.~~A~~~. :~:~~~~~.~~:~ ~~~~~~:tf~ ~,~~~.~€:~.s~~~.~~~~~, `~~:~Uf~; ~~~`~~~~ ~~~. ~~.~,~ ~~~.~). Yet, little
is known about these potential nuisance properties' relationships with
neighborhood crime in low-income urban communities of color.

1.1. Local ecology of legal drug outlets and crime

Most literature on the nexus of legal drug outlets and crime have
examined alcohol outlets, linking alcohol outlet density—denoting
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alcohol availability—with elevated violent crime rates (C:~~~~~~~~.~~;~:~~ ~~t: _:~~~,

~~~~~-~). Interestingly, off-sale alcohol outlets selling packaged alcohol
for off-premises consumption (e.g., liquor stores) display stronger as-
sociations with surrounding crime than on-sale outlets selling alcohol
for on-premises consumption (e.g., taverns) (~`d~~~~~,~~~~ ~~~ ~~4~~,r~~d:~~~4

~~ ; ~ ~~. .~~~:~~. ~~- ~~.a, m ~), which have greater on-site social con-

Less research has examined the association between MMDs and
crime. Prior studies examining marijuana use and crime have generated
equivocal findings (~~.~~c~~~~-~~~~~.~~~ ~~ ~~~.~ ~~:~~~~ ~; ~.:~~~~:€~~~. ~~ s~~.~ ~' ~:~ ~ ~:~; : '~~~~~.~~~

while geographic information systems (GIS) research studying re-
lationships between marijuana availability and crime have failed to link
medical marijuana legalization (~~c~~ ~~~ €~~ ~:~l.a; ~~~ ~ ~~,< ~~~~~~42 ~~~~ ~-~~~-~~'~~~,
~.~ ~~) and MMD density with neighborhood property or violent crime

Further, the geographic relationship between tobacco shops and
crime is unstudied, although research has associated tobacco shop
density with smoking (.~~~,<~.~~:~.~ ~:~~~~ <~~.., ~€:~~.~; ~~-~:~~~~~A~~~~~-~~~ ~~~~ 4~3.., '~~~~ ) and
heart disease (~>{~~ .~~~ ~~~ ~:~ 1.., :~~~~. ~~). Tobacco shops are retail outlets that:
(1) specialize in paraphernalia for consuming tobacco, marijuana, and
smokable herbal mixtures, and (2) sell potent psychoactive substances
(e.g., synthetic cannabinoids) that mimic the effects of illegal drugs
(~i~~~~~r ~~~~ #~~~~ ~ ~~..~ ~~.~). Due to minimal legislative controls on these
psychoactive drugs in tobacco shops, they are more easily obtained
than tobacco or alcohol (~~~~~~ ~.~~~ ~~: f~.i.., ~~:~ ~. :~. ), with their legality and
attractive pricing encouraging user experimentation (~~~.zEt~:~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~:~.r~,
~~~: ~~s ~~<~.~~. ~~~~~~ <~x~. ~~~~~~~~.~~~s ~~:~~ ). Yet, the compounds in many
synthetic drugs sold in tobacco shops have been linked to severe side
effects including paranoia, psychosis, aggressive/violent behavior,
cardiovascular complications, and death (~` ~~rf ~~:~~.~.~b ~~~~~~~~~ ,~~~c

Additionally, tobacco shops may associate with neighborhood crime
by servicing high-risk clientele; in particular, illegal street, needle-in-
jecting, and poly-drug users—many with criminal histories—attracted
to these outlets by the easy accessibility of legal drugs (:~~~~~~~I t~~~d ~.~~:~~~~,
.:~~~~. ~. ). Yet, despite their growing presence and possible role as nuisance
properties in low-income communities, the relationship between to-
bacco shops and crime remains unstudied ( ~~~~~f ;~~.~~ ~ ~~~~< ~ ~~).

1.2. Theoretical frameworks

To understand the potential geographic associations between to-
bacco shops, MMDs, and alcohol outlets with crime in low-income
urban communities of color, this study relies on two complementary
ecological theories. Routine activities theory holds that crimes occur
around properties that bring three elements together during peoples'
routine activities of daily living (e.g., working, socializing): (1) moti-
vated offender, (2) suitable target/victim, and (3) absence of persons to
monitor the offender ("handlers"), protect the target/victim ("guar-
dians"), or supervise the location ("managers") (~€:~~ .~~~~ ~~~~~ ~:~.~ ;
~ ~ ~~, ~~~~~r~~ ~~~ ~). The convergence in time and place of these three
elements thus accounts for crime's increased prevalence around nui-
sance properties, with effective social controls (handlers, guardians,
managers) having the strongest influence on crime (:~:{s~:~~ 4~~~~~~ ~€3~.~~~~.~~~~~ ax

Second, social disorganization theory suggests that nuisance prop-
erties abound and crime proliferates in low-income urban communities
of color due to heightened social disorganization—the inability of a
community to realize the common values of its residents and maintain
effective social controls to resolve community problems ( ~.~~~;~~~~~ ~. ~t~~;
~~:~~~~~~~~ a~~~ ~ r~:~~;~€~~, ~~~~~~~; ~~€t~~~~ ~~.~~ . ~~~~.:~~~~~f, :~~~~). In socially dis-
organized communities, breakdowns in residents' social ties with each
other (i.e., local friendship networks, community meetings) and formal
relationships with authorities (:~~~.~~~~~ 4-~~~.~~ ~~`~z~~~~~~~~~, ~~:~~.~ ~-0 ~~~ ~~~~;~~~. ~~:~.~
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~~.~~~~~~~k~.~~~€~~:~~~, .~~:~~~:~.~ ~~~~;~~~:.~~t~M~ ~~~~~~~) prevent residents from exerting in-
formal social control over neighborhood crime through street surveil-
lance, supervising misbehaving youth, and reporting misconduct to
authorities (.'~~.~~~~~~.~~:~~ ~:t~ f:~~.s ~~:~ :~.; i~~~:~~;~~€~~~. ~F~: ~~.~,, .~ ~-~~~' ~ f~~~~~:~~~~~. ~~~ ~;~~..,
~. ~ J).

Three factors have been prominently linked to social disorganiza-
tion: poverty/social deprivation, resident instability/mobility, and
ethnic/racial heterogeneity ( ~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~r~ ~?~~~~'~:~s ~~~~~4~:~~~_~~::
~~ <~~~, ?~..~~~~.; ~~~~~-~~~s:~ L~~~~ ~~~€~~~~~~~~ ~. ~:-~ ). Poverty/social deprivation
promotes crime (~~.~~~~~~~~:~~~ ~~:~~~~:~j ~:~~~. ~~~.~.~ ~~~~~~ ~~:~~F~~~~~.~~., ~~~~z:~) by in-
creasing residents' social isolation and enticing criminal behavior from
economically disadvantaged residents (~:~~~~~.<9~.: ~ ,b~~~. 4~:~~~~ ~~ €~f~~;,. ~i~°~~s ~. ~~~~~:~s
: ~.~.~~~~~€~ 4~:~.~~ ~~~~~t:~~~~~~i ~~:~~~<:~) while resident instability/mobility (i.e., high
population turnover) and ethnic/racial heterogeneity hinder residents
from maintaining social ties, particularly across ethnic/racial lines;
decreasing their likelihood to challenge criminal behavior ( ~~~~~~~~ ~~.

~~~~).
Thus, socially disorganized low-income communities of color are

rendered both vulnerable to crime and unable to resist nuisance prop-
erties from proliferating in high densities (~~~:~~~~_~:~~.~~~ ~y~~ ~:~~.., .':~~:~~~:~s
~~~: ~ ~~~~. a~~~.~~ ~F~.~~~.~~€, :~.~~~~~); signaling a compromised system of social
controls to offenders (~~~~~~.~~. ~~ ~:~~.a, ~.~~~). We posit this leads legal
drug outlets to become nuisance properties by: (1) undermining in-
formal social control in areas where they are densely located ( ~:~~5~.~~~~
~~ ~~.~, Q ~~ "~. ~~ ), and (2) creating criminal network breeding grounds
around outlets that merge motivated offenders (~ .:~~.~~~~~~~>~;~~, ~~:~~;
~~~~.~~Y~, ̀ ~~~~:~ ) with cash-rich targets (~~:€~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~:~.., ~' ~:~: :~.) in the absence
of effective social controls (e.g., police, pedestrian traffic) (~:}€~~~~~~~~~d~

1.3. Study aims

This study had two objectives. First, to examine via GIS buffer
analyses the localization of felony property and violent crime around
tobacco shops, MMDs, and off-sale alcohol outlets vs. grocery/con-
venience stores—i.e., comparison retail properties also selling alcohol
and tobacco—in South Los Angeles (LA). If crime were found to localize
around these legal drug outlets, we used ordinary least squares (OLS)
and geographically weighted regression (GWR) to explore these asso-
ciations while controlling for neighborhood poverty/deprivation, re-
sidential instability/mobility, and ethnic/racial heterogeneity.

2. Methods

2.1. Research context

South LA. is a large low-income urban community containing LA
County's (LAC) highest concentration of: (1) African American residents
(28.5%) and second highest concentration of Latina/o residents
(67.7%), (2) adults without high school education (38.8%), and (3)
residents living in poverty (31.1 %), greatly exceeding national poverty
rates of 15.9% (~.;, ~~k~~~.:~.~~ g~~~~~~~~~~. ~~~~~). In recent ~~~:~:~~E~~~~:~~~~~~~~~ ~~~
~~~~.~ ~~ ~.~ ~. ~-~ ~~d~ ~.~~ ~~ ~.:~:~~~ ~-~ ~ ~~<~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~.~ :~. ~ ~, South LA residents demonstrated
LAC's worst population health outcomes, exhibiting elevated rates of
adult and childhood obesity, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, and mortality from
diabetes, coronary, and cerebrovascular disease. Gang-related crime is
pervasive (~~~° ~~~~~~~€~ ~.~~ ~~~~ ~~~~.~~r~~; ~~.~ ~. ~ ); South LA's homicide rate of
38.8 per 100,000 youth aged 15-34 years nearly quadruples the na-
tional homicide rate of 10.6 per 100,000 youth (~a~ -, ~:~~. ~).

2.2. Design.

Adhering to CBPR principles (~~~n~~.~s~. ~~~ ~~:~., :~. ~~{~ ), the study concept
emerged from over 40 South LA stakeholders recruited by our com-
munity partner The Community Coalition for 4 community mapping
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sessions-a data-gathering technique that asks participants to record
pertinent spatial details on paper maps (:~{~.~~~~-~~~:~~ 4~~~~~ ~:a~~~~.~~~~_~~~~-, ~~~:~ ;~).
Participants were adult and youth residents, public health and park
officials, and gang interventionists who helped us identify and chart
local nuisance properties preventing residents from accessing local
parks.

Participants reported high criminal activity around numerous
neighborhood properties but particularly implicated tobacco shops
(e.g., "smoke shops"), off-sale alcohol outlets (e.g., "corner stores," "li-
quor stores"), and MMDs as public nuisances. For example, one gang
interventionist stated, "smoke shops are bad They're the new liquor stores.
That`s where the gangs hang out now. " Driven by similar stakeholder re-
ports, we chose to study the relationships between these three potential
nuisance properties and South LA crime to empirically ground the
Coalition's grassroots nuisance abatement work (~~~~~=~~~~~~Q ~~~~,~~~).

2.3. Current study

The study area consisted of the eight contiguous zip codes com-
posing the South LA region: 90001, 90002, 90003, 90011, 90037,
90044, .90047, and 90059. This area contained 30.45 mile2 and
520,104 residents (~:~~~~~~:~~< :~. ). ZIP code descriptive statistics are
shown in ~'a~~~~ ~.. Across the eight ZIP codes, residents' median age
ranged from 25.5 to 36.2 years, population density ranged from 10,276
to 24,240 residents per square mile, and median per-capita income
ranged from $9505 to $19,552.

2.4. Data

January-December 2014 spatial outlet and crime data for each ZIP
code were collected and aggregated in 2015. Spatial outlet data were
verified by two research team members to ensure the exposure data
accurately measured target outlets.

Point location data for off-sale alcohol outlets were obtained from
the California Alcohol Beverage Control Board and two Internet busi-
ness directories cited in an earlier geospatial study (~~€~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~.~,
°~~~ ): c~~~~~~~°~~~~~,~:~~~~ and ~~.~ €~~~-~~~~~;~,~~~~~. No Control Board data
for tobacco shops or MMDs were available. Therefore, tobacco shop and
MMD point location data were obtained from multiple Internet search
directories: ~:~~~~~~~x~~:~:~~~~~~, .o~~.~~~~~., ~~~.~~~~~{~.~~~z~~~~o~:~~ ~, Google Map Results, 

.~~:~~~~.~.°~~.~:~~.z~~~~~~~~~. a~,~~~~~, ~~€~~:tc~. ~.~;~.~:~~ and `~~_~..:~~:~~~~. ~~.~.z~~,£°~~~ Com-
parison grocery/convenience store addresses were acquired by Internet
search, and then phoned to verify they sold both alcohol and tobacco.
Authors visually confirmed each property's address via Google Maps
Street View, then established its active operations from Januar-
y-December 2014 using: (1) Control Board or Internet search data in-
dicating the property was established before 2014 (e.g., newspaper
articles, resident meeting minutes), or (2) pre-2014 property images on

Table 1

Descriptive staristics for South Los Angeles study area by ZIP code
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Google Maps Street View (~a`~~;. : ). Unconfirmed properties were ex-
cluded from analysis.

January-December 2014 crime data were compiled from :~.,.~~. ~:~~~~.~~°
~:~~~~:~~~~~~.~~~.~.a t ~~~:~. ~~ and ~.~.<'~.~:~ ~~.€xr~~~'~ :~:~~.h 4~~A~:~~~~.~~~~ ~. ~~~:~. ~ data, which
listed location and code type of crime incidents. Incidents were recoded
into felony property and violent crime categories using the Uniform
Crime Reporting definitions (~': ~; ~~~ ~ ~). Property crimes consisted of
arson, motor vehicle theft, larceny theft, and burglary. Violent crimes
included criminal homicide, aggravated assault, forcible rape, and
robbery. For comprehensiveness, we also analyzed total crimes (i. e., all
felony plus misdemeanor crimes), which we expected to show smaller
relationships with our legal drug outlets as total crimes included many
non-property and non-violent crimes such as forgeries, identity theft,
and sexual felonies/misdemeanors (e.g., failure to register as sexual
offender) unlikely to geographically associate with our legal drug out-
lets.

2. S. Buffer and pairwise analyses

Spatial outlet location and crime data were entered into ArcGIS
v.10.3 (~ I, ~~~~. ~~). Addresses were geocoded to 100%. Spatial buffers
were created to determine the mean rates of property, violent, and total
crime occurring within 100, 200, 500, and 1000 ft of target properties.
To clarify, 100-foot buffers captured all crime occurring within a 100-
foot radius of target properties. Then, crime incident counts within 104,
200, and 500-foot buffers of each property were outputted, entered into
SPSS v.22 (~~:~ -~ ~~~.~r~; °~~~~.p:), and analyzed via nonparametric Kruskal-
Wallis Htests with Bonferroni adjustment to identify significant dif-
ferences in crime incidence between tobacco shops, MMDs, off-sale
alcohol outlets, and grocery/convenience stores. Community-wide
scores were not compared as they lacked point locations.

2.6. OLS regression

To further explore spatial associations between legal drug outlet den-
sity and crime incidents-using census tracts as the unit of analysis-we
constructed three "global" OLS regression models in ArcGIS with: (1)
property, violent, and total crime as the three models' dependent variables,
and (2) tobacco shop, MMD, and off-sale alcohol outlet density as the main
independent variables. for all models, with poverty, renters, resident mo-
bility, and ethnic/racial heterogeneifiy (drawn from 1..~. ~:°~~.~~~:~~, ;~~:~:~~-~
data) as control variables. Within each census tract, poverty consisted of
total number of people below the 2014 federal poverty level; renters re-
ferred to total number of renters; mobility referred to total number of
people living in the tract < 1 year; ethnic/racial heterogeneity was cal-
culated using: 1 2 ~PA.~ ~~~2 2 P~~ 2 + p~2 + Pp~ ~~-
~,. + pA,,,~~~ I„~ + p + p~~. ] where p is the proportion of
persons (~ ~~~~~~~~ F~~~~~ ~.r~y~f~.~~, :~ ~~~a~).

In OLS regression, a single model uniformly summarizes the

90001 90002 90003 90011 90037 90044 90047 90059

Total population 57,110 51,223 66,266 103,892 62,276 89,779 48,606 40,952
Total square miles 3.50 3.06 3.55 4.29 2.84 5.17 4.73 3.31
Population density (per square mile) 15,635 16,728 18,660 24,240 21,928 17,365 10,276 12,359
Median age 26.6 25.5 26.3 26.2 29.8 29.8 36.2 25.7
Income (per capita) $11,409 $10,705 $9963 $9505 $10,957 $12,932 $19,552 $11,308

Female 50.8 51.0 50.7 49.2 49.9 52.0 54.5 52.1
African American 10.0 24.6 25.2 8.4 20.4 38.5 67.5 34.0
Hispanic 89.8 74.2 74.1 90.4 76.8 60.6 31.1 64.5
White, non-Hispanic 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.5 1.8 1.1 1.2 1.0
Below federal poverty level 32.1 34.8 39.2 43.3 40.7 34.4 21.1 36.2

Per capita income data from: ~4r.z~~~.~.~.~~:€3r~?s~sr~~~~t:.t~~€~„t:c~~x;rc:~~i.i.~'€~z•.~~~
Racial demographics data from: 2014 American Community Survey: ~;~..~.~:.', €~~c~~:~':i.=.~~.cEEY,~~~>~:~:~a:.s,~;spv~
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Fig. 1. Locations of study legal drug outlets in South Los Angeles target zip.codes.

"global" relationships between variables throughout an area. But when This "local" GWR analysis allowed us to explore regional variations
variable relationships throughout an area are not uniform and instead (spatial non-starionarity) (~r~.~:~~~~:1~~~~ ~~ ~~., ~~ ~~~~) in any violent crime-
e~ibit spatial dependence—i.e., values at one location depend on va- outlet relationships that emerged as significant in the "global" OLS
lues at neighboring locations (~~~.;~~x.i ~~~~~ ~)—"global" OLS models model.
cannot explain these clusters of correlated values. Of our three OLS
models, only the violent crime model displayed spatial dependence via
Moran's Index. 3. Results

2.7. GWR regression
3.1. Outlet locations &surrounding crime incidents within buffers

Crime incidence was exceedingly high between January-December
To account for this spatial dependence, "local" geographically 2014 with approximately 15,000 property crimes, 14,000 violent

weighted regression (GWR) analyzed separate "local" violent crime crimes, and 37,500 total crimes reported in the study area. ~~';~~.~~~t `~
regression models for each census tract (~~~4.~~~~~~~~i~~~:~.~~ . ~:Dt. r~~.,, ~.~.~~~ ), presents mean property, violent, and total crime rates occurring within

11
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Table 2

Number of 2015 property violent, and total crimes within 100, 200, 500, and 140 ft buffers around tobacco, off-sale alcohol, medical marijuana, and grocery/convenience retail
businesses across all target South Los Angeles ZIP codes.

Community-wide Tobacco shops Off-sale alcohol outlets Marijuana dispensaries Grocery/convenience stores"
(N = 41) (N = 99) (N = 3$) (N = 23)

Property crimes
(N = 15,817)
100 ft 0.59 2.20 1.91 2.08 0.22
200 ft 2.34 6.34 6.32 5.03 3.17
500 ft 14.64 21.51 22.90 20.05 29.35
1000 ft 58.54 69.34 45.49 62.669 85.87

Violent crimes
(N = 14,004)
100 ft 0.52 2.51 2.33 1.58 0.09
200 ft 2.07 6.78 7.92 5.32 2.39
500 ft 12.96 23.80 23.42 20.68 22.39
1000 ft 51.83 64.51 64.14 60.11 64.00

Total crimes
(N = 37,575)
100 ft 1.39 6.93 5.84 4.00 0.39
200 ft 5.56 17.29 19.40 11.61 6.74
500 ft 34.76 56.29 41.03 47.42 64.13
1000 ft 139.06 166.90 163.37 146.05 18$.04

Bold-faced: Nuisance property mean score is significantly different from mean score of grocery/convenience stores at p < 0.05.
* Grocery/convenience stores refer to retail businesses (non-liquor, marijuana, tobacco shops) that are licensed in the target zip codes to sell both liquor and tobacco to the public.

Table 3
Ordinary least squares regression results of associations between 2015 property, violent, and total crimes with South Los Angeles tobacco, off-sale alcohol, and medical marijuana outlets
at the census tract level.

Property crimes Violent crimes Total crimes

R2 0.40 0.43 0.44
Adjusted R2 0.39 0.39 0.40
AIC 1219.53 1214.05 1402.36

Estimate SE t value Estimate SE t value Estimate SE t value

Intercept - 0.14 19.19 - O.Q1 - 29.85 14.51 - 2.06`' - 14.96 42.21 - 0.35
Tobacco shops 16.53 7.00 2.36'~~' 15.07 6.90 2.18" 40.37 15.4t? 2.62"`
Off-sale alcohol outlets 5.18 4.45 1.16 3.82 4.16 0.92 8.70 9.79 0.89
Marijuana dispensaries 20.77 6.45 3.22A~` 12.92 7.14 1.81 20.90 14.19 1.47
Renters 0.03 0.01 3.14"~' 0.02 0.01 2.18' 0.09 0.02 4.01"
Poverty - 0.02 0.01 -1.44 - 0.01 0.02 - 0.15 - 0.06 0.03 - 2.15"
Resident mobility 0.04 0.02 1.72 0.05 0.02 1.99` 0.12 0.05 2.57°
Racial heterogeneity 127.37 32.96 3.86~Yh 160.48 27.24 5.89" ~~ 314.01 72.50 4.33"~'

* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.01.

100, 200, 500, and 1000-foot buffers of all target properties and com- Bonferroni comparisons (t~';~~~~~} :~.) indicated that at 100 ft, tobacco
munity-wide. shops and off-sale alcohol outlets-but not MMDs-experienced sig-

Buffer analyses revealed higher mean rates of property, violent, and nificantly higher property and violent crime rates than grocery/con-
total crime occurring within 100 and 200 ft of tobacco shops, MMDs, venience stores (p < 0.05). These preliminary findings of increased
and off-sale alcohol outlets versus: (1) grocery/convenience stores, and crime around tobacco shops and off-sale alcohol outlets justified run-
(2) community-wide rates. Conversely, at 500 ft, grocery/convenience Wing OLS regressions to examine whether outlet density significantly
stores displayed equivalent mean property, violent, and total crime associated with increased crime.
rates vs. tobacco shops, MMDs, and aff-sale alcohol outlets, suggesting
grocery/convenience stores were located in similarly high crime areas
as our legal drug outlets. 3.3. Global spatial dependence between crime incidents and outlet types

~:~:~~~~~~.~,h ;~ displays OLS regression property, violent, and total crime
3.2. Nort~arametric comparisons of average crime incidents around outlet model results: tobacco shops, MMDs, and off-sale alcohol outlets were
locations the main predictors; poverty, renters, resident mobility, and ethnic/

racial heterogeneity were control variables. Model diagnostics revealed
Kruskal-Wallis H tests were significant for: property crime at 200 ft no multicollinearity in any models (all Variance Inflation Factors <

[,~(3, N = 201) = 10.57, p < 0.05]; violent crime at 100 ft [~(3, 4.75) and only the violent crime model demonsfirated spatial auto-
N = 201) = 11.48, p < 0.01 ] and 200 ft [~(3, N = 201) = 23.43, collinearity.
p c 0.001 ]; and total crime at 100 ft [~(3, N = 201) = 12.39, The property crime model accounted for 39% of the total variance
p < 0.01), 200 ft [~(3, N = 201) = 23.27, p < 0.001 ] and 500 ft in area property crime, with tobacco shops, MMDs, and renters and
[~(3, N = 201) = 15.94, p < 0.001) , ethnic/racial heterogeneity significantly positively associating with
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Fig. 2. Geographically weighted regression violent crime model "local" RZ values by census tracts in South Los Angeles.

property crime at the census tract level (p < 0.01). The total crime
model accounted for 40% of total variance in area total crimes, with
tobacco shops and poverty, renters, resident mobility, and ethnic/racial
heterogeneity significantly positively associaring with total crime at the
census tract level (p < 0.05). For the violent crime model, tobacco
shops and renters, resident mobility, and ethnic/racial heterogeneity
significantly positively associated with violent crimes at the census
tract level (p < 0.01) but this model's residuals were spatially auto-
correlated (Moran's Index = 0.16, Z = 2.48, p < 0.05). This necessi-
tated GWR analysis to explore the regional variation (non-stationarity)
of the significant tobacco shop-violent crime relationship in the OLS
model while correcting for autocorrelation.

3.4. Local spatial dependence between violent crime incidents and tobacco
shops

ArcGIS estimates of the violent crime GWR model produced an
optimal adaptive bandwidth of 67 neighbors, an RZ of 0.71, and ad-
justed R2 of 0.58; substantially exceeding the OLS model's adjusted R2
of 0.40. The GWR model generated a smaller AICc value of 1199.70 vs.
the OLS model's AICc value of 1214.05; a "serious" AICc model differ-
ence (~ac~~~.~~~~i~.~~.~~~~~r~. ~:~ ~~.~.y :~ ~~~~). Thus, by accounting for regional
variation, the "local" GWR model had superior explanatory power over
the "global" OLS model.

~~`~~. ~°  displays the local R2 values of the GWR violent crime model
for each census tract. As all local RZ values were positive (from 0.32 to
0.66), the GWR model positively predicted violent crime in all tracts.
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Fig. 3. Geographically weighted regression coefficients indicating associations between tobacco shops and violent crime incidents by census tracts in South Los Angeles.

Overall, while the tobacco shop-violent crime relationship was
"globally" significant in the OLS model, it exhibited regional variation
as "local" GWR regression coefficients fluctuated from negative to po=
sitive (— 10.82 to 26.80) across census tracts (~i~, ~). Thirty-four of the
116 study area census tracts (29.31 %) had negative associations be-
tween tobacco shop density and violent crime, indicating tobacco shops
may have associated with decreased violent crime in these tracts. In
contrast, 70.69% of census tracts had positive associations, indicating
that for most of South LA, more tobacco shops may have associated
with increased violent crime.

4. Discussion

Study findings revealed that tobacco shops and off-sale alcohol

outlets—but not MMDs—are proximal to heavy felony property and
violent crime activity within South LA. GIS regression results further
indicated that after accounting for core neighborhood indicators of
social disorganization that could additionally influence crime's geo-
graphy in South LA's census tracts—i.e., poverty, renters, resident
mobility, and ethnic/racial heterogeneity—tobacco shops positively
associated with neighborhood property, violent, and total crimes in the
census tracts; validating residents' perceptions that tobacco shops are
linked with neighborhood crime. Thus, our data suggest tobacco shops
may constitute nuisance properties associated with dangerous neigh-
borhood conditions for crime and violence in South LA., and perhaps
similar low-income urban communities of color.

In contrast, while MMDs associated with increased property crimes
at the census tract level, they were not linked to surrounding violent
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crime, aligning with emerging reports indicating limited MMD asso-
ciations with nearby crime (~~~~a~~~~ <~~~~~~ f.~<~~~.~~~~~>f~~~, ~~:,. ; :~:~`~~k~~~~.~~~~~~ ~k~ ~~~~f
~̀~~~.~3). Several MMD-related factors may suppress their associations
with violent crime in South LA: (1) presence of visible property safe-
guards (e.g., security cameras), which may lower dispensary-related
violence (~'~~~~~ ~~~r €~~ ~~~,, :~~,~.~~), (2) visual anonymity of many MMDs
to passers-by including potential offenders, and (3) MMDs' tendency to
close or relocate quickly-e.g., by June 2015, few MMDs operated at
their 2014 locations.

As expected, grocery/convenience stores encountered significantly
less crime within 100 and 200 ft than tobacco shops and off-sale alcohol
outlets despite also: (1) selling alcohol and tobacco, and (2) being si-
tuated in high crime areas (based on high surrounding crime rates at
500 and 1000 ft). Drawing from surveillance scans we subsequently
conducted revealing that all but one grocery/convenience store-vs. no
legal drug outlets-possessed well-lit parking lots ranging between 100
and 300 ft in size, we surmised parking lots deterred crime by con-
taining highly visible social controls including "guardians" (e.g., other
customers) and "managers" (e.g., clerks, security guards) (~~t~~~~~~-.~~~~~~}
~~~ _~~~~•~ ~~~.~.~~s '~~~:'~~~. ~~.~~~. ~a~:~~., ~:~.~.). Consequently, for commercial
properties selling legal drug products within high-crime environments,
their physical characteristics (e.g., presence of "guardians," active se-
curity measures) may strongly influence surrounding crime (~~~~~~~~~
~~ ~~~e> ~.~~1> ~~~~~.c~~ ~~~a.~ ~:~: ~~.~m~ ~). Additional studies may wish to
explore which social and physical controls (e.g., security guards,
parking lots, street lights, cameras) most limit crime around these high-
risk commercial properties, as implementing these control features may
prevent these properties from becoming public nuisances.

Limitations included cross-sectional analyses restricting causal in-
ferences and an inability to evaluate the effects of synthetic drug
availability on crime around tobacco shops; an important research area
given tobacco shops' evidenced association with neighborhood crime.
Also, significance levels for tobacco shop-violent crime GWR coeffi-
cients were not provided as the significant positive association between
tobacco shops and violent crime reported in the "global" OLS model
obviated the need to draw further statistical inferences from GWR data,
which were intended for visually mapping the "local" spatial distribu-
tion of variable relationships (~'~:~~~~?~~:~s '~~~~ ~~~€~~~~~~~ ~s~. ~~.~., 1. ~~~~~~~

5. Conclusion

Current results are the first to empirically implicate tobacco shops
as likely nuisance properties that associate with crime and violence
within a large low-income urban community of color. Accordingly,
residents, researchers, and policy makers may potentially improve
public health in these vulnerable communities by reducing tobacco
shop density using federally-recommended evidence-based strategies
( ~;~t~. .2~ f~.A.f iyi ~i.~.f .cG#.+~ c..3~ .̀~•̀ f£.~X~~ ~'~\•3~+~.~4.~ KS.23. ~..t~i,~~k.t 3. f..2.tl. t.2.t 3.A E. ~Y .~'~f. ~,~•`Si+'~:Y~E.~3.~+?~~ ~~,~~2y C~.S.'i.~'~~~9s

~~~~~~~) such as public advocacy for zoning and nuisance abatement
policies and enforcement (~~~~ ~-~~:~ ~~ ~~ . < ~~.~ ~. ~~), and community-guided,
problem-oriented policing of these potential public nuisances
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Reports and Calls for Service at Tobacco Shops in LASD's Unincorporated Area
01/01/15 to 04/15/18

TCPP_ID DBA LIC~:NS~D L~CATIfJN Ul1~Ihi~C3RP AR~l~ ~~'PQRTS CA;L~.~

SUPV

GIST

TCPP0853 VAPOR5~11~OKE 1691 EASTERN AVE LOS ANGELES 0 0 1

TCPP0652 ALLI~ATC)R 511/{OKE ~NfJP 2490 FLORENCE AVE HUNTINGTON PK 0 0 1

TCPP0605

_ _

EASTSIDE Slt/IOKE 5HC)P 3549 E CESAR E CHAVEZ AVE LOS ANGELES 1 10 1

TCPP0660 UNLVERSE SMOKE SNt~P 3842E 1ST ST LOS ANGELES 0 0 1

TCPP0582 YAS~A S:Mt~KE ~HO1~ 3956 WHITTIER BLVD LOS ANGELES 2 13 1

TCPP~Q15 T J SMrJ10E SHIP 507 AZUSA AVE LA PUENTE 1 17 1

TCPP0682 T:K ~M~KE ~HC~P 5350 WHITTIER BLVD LOS ANGELES 3 7 1

TCPP0215 PIPE ~~iEA1~S SMfJKE SHOP 6170 WHITTIER BLVD LOS ANGELES 0 1 1

TCPP0310 T~BA~~t~ ~HQP .6567 E OLYMPIC BLVD LOS ANGELES 0 0 1

TCPP0470 ,~StN SMOKE 5Pt~~ 7837 PACIFIC BLVD HUNTINGTON PARK 0 0 1

TCPP0736 BRAZIL D'[5~t~[~NT CIGARETTES 5628 WHITTIER BLVD COMMERCE 2 2 1

TCPP07S7 C~C~RETTEa ETA. 1859 N HACIENDA BLVD # F-6 LA PUENTE 1 8 1

TCPP0789 EJ`S ~MC~1~E SHOP 19064 LA PUENTE RD WEST COVINA 0 1 1

TCPP~788 HAPPY ~t~N~' 5MC7K~ SHC3F~ 2676 E FLORENCE AVE WALNUT PARK 0 1 1

TCPP(J805 JC`,~ I~ARRER~ 7800 PACIFIC BLVD STE 12 HUNTINGTC)N PK 0 0 1

TCPP0965 I~OKC)P'~LLI SMOK~SHOP .7837 PACIFIC BLVD STE 4 HUNTINGTON PK 0 0 1

TCPP0779 7~1~ ~t1/IaK~ STCJP 1225 S ATLANTIC BLVD LOS ANGELES 1 46 1

TCPP0168 V11~E~J 94 19020 LA PUENTE RD WEST COVINR 1 72 1

TCPP0114 ~11/1t~ lN+~ A1~TS 10213 S VERMtJNT AVE LOS ANGELES 0 0 2

TCPPQ715 SN1~3KE 11/1C~RE 10714 WESTERN AVE LOS ANGELES 5 12 2

TCPPO$77 NEWS AND ~I~ARETTE C[TY 11832 WILMINGTON AVE LOS ANGELES 2 1Q 2

TCPP0533 A~.I T4BA~CC? &MARKET 12407 WILMINGTON AVE COMPTON 0 6 2

TCPP0577 D&[I/I TC)~ACCO 1245 CARSON ST TORRANCE 3 4 2

TCPP0175 ~M~J~E AND MARKET 1252 E FLORENCE AVE LOS ANGELES 0 3 2

TCPP0523 CAl,1Ft~R-NIA TDgACCCJ 12910 ATLANTIC AVE COMPTON 0 3 2

TCPP0780 VALUE PLUS TOgACC{J MARKET 13406 AVALON BLVD LOS ANGELES 1 8 2

TCPP0722 FLt~R~S TOBAC~(~ 15502 ATLANTIC AVE RANCHO DOM 1 3 2

TCPP0873 B & 1VI TOBACCO 1717 W EL SEGUNDO BLVD GARDENA 3 4 2

TCPP0755 TNT Tobacco 1804 Firestone Bivd Los Angeles 0 0 2

SUBICA22 ~'NE 1tAPE EMP[RE L~.~ 21720 S VERMONT AVE TORRANCE 0 1 2

TCPP0702 +COMPTQN ~NCOKEN UAPE &SIFT 27$7 DEL AMO BLVD COMPTON 1 0 2

TCPP0341 SN1t~ER'S ~ARApE~AI 417 W EL SEGUNDO BLVD LOS ANGELES 0 0 2

TCPP0790 RBcB TC~BA~Gt~ SHtJP 4405 COMPTON BLVD COMPTtJN 1 1 2

TCPP0532 SMC~~EI~ C~~ BEAD ~11/IC~(~E SMt3P' 6052 CCJMPTON AVE LOS ANGELES 1 S 2

TCPP0866 ~AI1/I[CS ~MC~KE FC~R LE~~ 627 EL SEGUNDO BLVD SOS ANGELES 4 22 2

TCPPiJ641 BLAB DRAGON'S TtJ~AC~ ~ 800 W CARSON ST TORRANCE 1 10 2

TCPP0824 ~~H H~AV~N SMpKE SHOP 1807 E FLORENCE AVE LOS ANGELES 0 0 2

TCPP0795 CC'S ~SM~l~E & VAPE 1451 1/2 W CENTURY BLVD SOS ANGELES 0 4 2

TCPP0820 I~DOKC~O SM~~ES 4435 LENN~X BLVD STE 3 LENNOX o 0 2



TCPP_NTR ptJ~ N' VAPE 15709 CRENSNAW BLVD STE B GARDENA 0 0 2

TCPP0230 PFtAa{J W~USE CIGAR Cf~ 10536 SPY GLASS HILL RD WHITTIER 0 0 4

TCPP(J338 SAN!'S SMOKE SHOP 11515 SLAUS4N BLVD WHITTIER 5 13 4

TCPP0847 511/IOKEN 11734 CO~IMA RD WHITTIER 2 4 4

TCPP0521 VI/HITTIER SM~JKE SHOP 13511 TELEGRAPH RD WHITfIER 0 1 4

TCPP08S1 U~ TO$~CCC~/DUCE SM~3I~E SHOP 15010 MULBERRY DR WHITTIER 0 1 4

TCPP0315 TC)BAC~t~ REV~1LlJT1C3i~ 15652 LEFFINGWELL RD WHITTIER 0 12 4

TCPP0562 ~MP1F~E TfJBAC~O, LLC 15914 HALLIBURTON RD HACIENDA HTS 0 4 4

TCPP0632 E-C1~ CITY5 16042 GALE AVE HACIENDA HTS 0 2 4

TCPP0451 VAPEBAY, 1NC. 17055 WEDGEWORTH DR HACIENDA HTS 0 0 4

TCPP0571 EGYPT ~l1~IC~KE 18253 COLIMA RD ROWLAND HTS 0 0 4

TCPP0475 R.H. SIVIC~KE SNpP 18448 COLIMA RD HACIENDA HTS o 0 4

TCPP0871 FZ S11/lC~KE SHOP 18939 LABIN CT ROWLAND HTS 0 0 4

TCPP0387 NA~IEIU~A SIVIOICE SHQ~' 2037 HACIENDA BLVD HACIENDA HTS 0 0 4

TCPP0394 ,~C~E'S S t~KE SH~}P aND WATER 8240 NORINALK BLVD WHITTIER 0 0 4

TCPP0916 ~.~ARNIIST V~~~ R,~ ~-~~~ 1729 FUL~ERTON RD STE B ROWLAND HTS 0 D 4

TCPP0809 C~R~4GCJ~V !/A~~ L~RaGC~N 11fIi~T VA~~ 18451 COLIMA RD ROWLAND HTS 0 0 4

TCPP_NTR CMG ~~OICE Af~C~ VA~~ ~N~Dp 11511 E WASHINGTON BLVD WHITTLER 0 2 ̀ 4

TCPP0771 VAP~~ACK 14433 E TELEGRAPH RD WHITTLER 0 2 4

TCPP0825 l~ST CC~A~T VASE ~1NG5 10832 KANE AVE WHITTLER 0 0 4

TCPP077~ iNHiT7`I~ 1/AP~~ 15640 LEFFINGWELL RD WHITTLER 0 2 4

TCPP0852 B!~ E3EN TO~AC~C~ 128 ROSEMEAD BLVD PASADENA 1 1 5

TCPP0288 Al T~B~►~CC~ ~lC~USE 192 LAKE AVE ALTADENA 4 5 5
TCPP0409 VICAR & M~JRE i~1C 23868 COPPERHILL DR VALENCIA 0 2 5
TCPP0679 ACE 7(JBA~CtJ SHOP #~1 2501 LAKE AVE ALTADENA 1 3 5
TCPP0690 SCE/ VAl'E 25269 THE OLD RD SANTA CLARITA 8 13 5
TCPP0758 THE ~MOl~~ ZONE 25886 THE OLD RD STEVENSON RANCH 1 2 5
TCPP0170 SMCjKE DEPQT VAPE LOUNGE 26930 THE OLD RD VALENCIA 0 7 5
TCPP0576 LA CRESCENTA aNf+C~KE SHC?P 1N~ 3132 FOOTHILL BLVD LA CRESCENTA 0 0 5
TCPP0701 H~BEBE SMC.~l~E &MIST 31585 CASTAIC RD CASTAIC 0 5 S
TCPP0393 ANJ'~S S~1VIC~KE ~Ht~P 31755 CASTAIC RD CASTAIC 1 1 S
TCPP0723 SMQE 4 LESS #3 3.1870 CASTAIC RD CASTAIC 1 4 5
TCPP0704 QISCOUNT ~I~ARETTES 40340 170TH ST E LAKE LOS ANGELES 0 0 5
TCPP0581 BEST BUY ~. CI~ARETTE~T~~ACC~ 4332 LIVE OAK AVE ARCADIA 0 1 5
TCPPp478 PR~MIIJM CIGAR & VAPE AT C~ 5037 AVENUE N QUARTZ HILL O O S
TCPP0531 ALA. [N 1 SM~31~~ SHOP #~ 7250 RQSEMEAD BLVD SAN GABRIEL 2 5 5
TCPP04~7 L1T~TLER~~K Tt~BACC~3 [N~. 8714 AVENUE T LITTLEROCK 1 7 5
TCPP0925 H1~H DE ART VAPOR 1~C .5015 COLUMBIA WAY QUARTZ HILL 0 0 5

TCPP_ID obtained from the Department of Public Health
Reports data was obtained from LARCIS
Calls for Service data was obtained from RAPS





COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES -- DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Tobacco Retail Licenses

pities in dos Angeles County that have adopted a.Tobacco Retail license Ordinance.

• Artesia Malibu

• Azusa ~ Manhattan Beach

• Baldwin Park g ~ Maywood

Beverly Hills ~ Montebello

• Burbank - Monterey Park

Calabasas Palmdale

Carson y Pasadena

• Cerritos San Fernando

• Compton ~ • San Gabriel

• Culver City Santa Monica

• ~ Duarte ~ Sierra Madre

EI Monte South EI Monte

• EI Segundo South Pasadena

• Gardena Temple City

• Glendale ~ ~ West Covina

:Hawaiian Gardens West Hollywood

Hawthorne

• Huntington Park

• Inglewood

. La Canada-Ffintridge~

• La Verne

• Lancaster

•9 Lawndale

Lomita

• bong Beach

• Los Angeles

• x Los Angeles County Unincorporated Area .

• Lynwood
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Prohibit new tobacco retailers

from locating near other tobacco

retailers

Prohibit new "Significant Tobacco

Retailers"
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~c ~c retailers that can sell tobacco

products

Prohibit sale of tobacco products
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x ~ ~ x ~ Regulate electronic cigarettes
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Retailers"

limit or "cap" the number of
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Prohibit sale of tobacco products

in pharmacies ',
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Prohibit new tobacco retailers

near youth sensitive areas

Prohibit new tobacco retailers

from locating near other tobacco

retailers

Prohibit new "Significant Tobacco

Retailers"

limit or "cap" the number of

retailers that can sell tobacco

products

Prohibit sale of tobacco products

in pharmacies

Regulate the sale of drug
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Regulate electronic cigarettes

Prohibit sale of flavored tobacco
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Prohibit sale of menthol flavored

cigarettes

Require minimum pack size for
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County Counsel
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March 6, 2018

Item 7: Nuisance Tobacco Shops

Board

120 Days

Motion by Supervisor Ridley-Thomas, Revised Motion

The Board directed the Director of Public Health, with the Director of
Planning, County Counsel, Sheriff, TTC, and other key community stakeholders, to report
back in 120 days regarding nuisance tobacco shops or "smoke shops." The report should
include: 1) an assessment of the number and location of tobacco shops and their impact on
community health and safety; 2) an assessment of the best practices and regulatory
mechanisms, including changes to the Tobacco Retailer License requirements, Title 7 Business
Licenses, density and zoning restrictions and conditional use permits, an evaluation of health
impacts, mechanisms to track and monitor tobacco shops, and targeted education and outreach
strategies to reduce use of tobacco and other substances.

Attachments

c: Lawrence Hafetz
Lester Tolnai
Rodrigo Castro-Silva
Thomas Faughnan
Roger Granbo
Dawyn Harrison
Patrick Wu
Rosemarie Belda
Agenda Team



AGN. NO.

MOTION BY SUPERVISOR MARK RIDLEY-THOMAS March 6, 2018

Addressing Nuisance Tobacco Shops

A 2017 study by the University of California Riverside, School of Medicine

showed that South Los Angeles tobacco shops, or "smoke shops," are associated with

high levels of violent and property crimes around their locations. The data suggested

that smoke shops "may constitute nuisance properties associated 'with dangerous

neighborhood conditions for crime and violence in South Los Angeles, and perhaps

similar low-income urban communities of color."

This study empirically supports the widespread concern from the community.

According to Community Coalition's 2017 South Los Angeles People's Poll of over

4,000 residents, 64°/o of adults and 44% of youth are "very concerned" with criminal

activity at, and surrounding, smoke shops. According to the same poll, 61 °/o of adults

and 41 % of youth are also concerned with loitering at smoke shops.

Nuisance properties can attract robberies, drug use, and other crimes, making

them unsafe zones for residents, particularly in low-income communities. This further

u~:
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HAHN

BARGER

KUEHL
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contributes to economic disinvestment, blight, social disorganization and community-

level trauma. However, appropriate regulations of these nuisance properties can

promote healthy physical, social, and economic environments for these communities.

THEREFORE MOVE THAT THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS: Instruct the

Director of the Department of Public Health, in collaboration with the Director of

Regional Planning, County Counsel, Sheriff, and key community stakeholders, to report

back on nuisance tobacco shops, due to the Board of Supervisors in writing in 120

days, including:

1. Assessment of the number and location of tobacco shops in unincorporated

Los Angeles County, and their impact on community health and safety;

2. Assessment of the best practices and regulatory mechanisms to address

nuisance tobacco shops, including, but not limited to, changes to the Tobacco

Retailer License requirements, density and zoning restrictions, and

Conditional Use Permits;

3. Evaluation of disparate health impacts related to these nuisance properties;

4. Mechanisms to track and monitor tobacco shops; and,

5. Existing and new targeted education and outreach strategies to reduce

tobacco and other substance use.

# ###

(HS/CT)



AGN. NO.

REVISED MOTION BY SUPERVISOR MARK RIDLEY-THOMAS March 6, 2018

Addressing Nuisance Tobacco Shops

A 2017 study by the University of California Riverside, School of Medicine

showed that South Los Angeles tobacco shops, or "smoke shops," are associated with

high levels of violent and property crimes around their locations. The data suggested

that smoke shops "may constitute nuisance properties associated with dangerous

neighborhood conditions for crime and violence in South Los Angeles, and perhaps

similar low-income urban communities of color."

This study empirically supports the widespread concern from the community.

According to Community Coalition's 2017 South Los Angeles People's Poll of aver

4,000 residents, 64% of adults and 44% of youth are "very concerned" with criminal

activity at, and surrounding, smoke shops. According to the same poll, 67 % of adu{ts

and 41 % of youth are also concerned with loitering at smoke shops.

Nuisance properties can attract robberies, drug use, and other crimes, making

them unsafe zones for residents, pa~icularly in low-income communities. This further
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contributes to economic disinvestment, blight, social disorganization and community-

level trauma. However, appropriate regulations of these nuisance properties can

promote healthy physical, social, and economic environments for these communities.

THEREFORE MOVE THAT THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS: Instruct the

Director of the Department of Public Health, in collaboration with the Director of

Regional Planning, County Counsel, Sheriff, Treasurer and Tax Collector, and key

community stakeholders, to report back on nuisance tobacco shops, due to the Board of

Supervisors in writing in 120 days, including:

1. Assessment of the number and location of tobacco shops in unincorporated

Los Angeles County, and their impact on community health and safety;

2. Assessment of the best practices and regulatory mechanisms to address

nuisance tobacco shops, including, but not limited to, changes to the Tobacco

Retailer License requirements, Title 7 Business Licenses, density and zoning

restrictions, and Conditional Use Permits;

3. Evaluation o#disparate health impacts related to these nuisance properties;

4. Mechanisms to track and monitor tobacco shops; and,

5. Existing and new targeted education and outreach strategies to reduce

tobacco and other substance use.

# ###

(HS/CT)


